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OPTIMIZATION OF WEIGHTED 
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO FOR A DIGITAL 

VIDEO ENCODER 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention pertains generally to analog-to 
digital conversion of video signals, and more particularly to 
a linear pulse-code modulated (PCM) digital video encoder 
conforming to advanced standards such as TlQ1.5190 
205R4 Digital Transport of System M-NTSC Television 
Signals-Analog Interface Speci?cations and Performance 
Parameters. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Video television signals are now commonly transported 
over ?ber optic lines in a digital format. This requires the use 
of high speed analog-to-digital converters to convert the 
source analog signal to a digital form. The present invention 
addresses two inadequacies observed in currently available 
integrated circuits for high speed digitization of an analog 
video signal. In these A/D circuits, the noise spectral density, 
rather than being white, shows low frequency peaking, and 
the total noise integrated over a passband of the sampling 
range (fmmplel2) is increased signi?cantly from the theoreti 
cal value (1 quantization step size divided by the square root 
of 12) as the sampling rate is increased. This increased low 
frequency noise, above a certain level, is visible in the 
displayed video signal, and therefore highly undesirable. As 
a result, it is an obstacle to employing advantageous two 
tirnes (2X) decimation digital ?ltering of the digitized video 
signal, because such ?ltering requires a doubling of standard 
sampling rates (which range from 10.7 to 22 MHz, such as 
13.5 MHz as speci?ed by CCIR Reg. 601 and 14.3 MHz as 
speci?ed by SMPTE244M, for systems employing 4X color 
subcarrier phase-locked sampling) and a corresponding 
unacceptable increase in visible noise in the displayed video 
signal. 2X decimation ?ltering is advantageous because it 
relaxes the requirements for expensive Nyquist low-pass 
?ltering to prevent aliasing components with the attendant 
amplitude ripple and group delay contribution. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention describes a method and system for 
improving the CCIR weighted video signal-to-noise ratio of 
the analog-to-digital process used in a linear PCM digital 
video encoder. According to one aspect of the invention, a 
sine wave or narrow band noise is added to the incoming 
base band video signal of su?icient magnitude to produce 
two least-signi?cant bits of dither in the AID converter. This 
results in the dispersal of low frequency noise components 
into the higher frequencies, where they are less visible in the 
displayed video signal. Since standard measurement tech 
niques weight low frequency noise components greater than 
high frequency components in the video signal (due to the 
relative visibilities of such noise in the displayed signal), 
there is an effective increase in the signal-to-noise ratio of 
the video signal. 

According to another aspect of the invention, the system 
employs 2X decimation digital ?ltering to simply and inex 
pensively produce a desirable increase in signal-to-noise 
ratio without having to employ di?icult subtraction routines 
and expensive ?lters. 
The present invention thus derives optimum performance 

from available ?ash A/D converters operating at elevated 
sampling rates when measurement of video signal-to-noise 
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2 
ratio is made in accordance with international standards 
employing dynamic test signals designed speci?cally to 
exercise a digital transmission channel (e.g., shallow ramp 
test signals). 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a digital video encoder 
analog-to-digital converter using a two-times (2X) decima 
tion ?lter. 

FIG. 2 shows a narrow band dither noise signal in units of 
quantization of the analog-to~digital converter. 

FIG. 3 shows a frequency spectrum of the present inven 
tion, including dither center band frequency, sampling fre 
quency and color subcarrier frequencies. 

FIG. 4 shows a block diagram of a digital video encoder 
analog-to-digital converter using a sinusoidal dither signal 
source and a two-times (2X) decimation ?lter. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

In the following detailed description of the preferred 
embodiments, reference is made to the accompanying draw 
ings which form a part hereof, and in which is shown by way 
of illustration speci?c embodiments in which the invention 
may be practiced. It is to be understood that other embodi 
ments may be utilized and structural changes may be made 
without departing from the scope of the present invention. 

Referring now to FIG. 1, there is shown a simpli?ed block 
diagram of a system for analog-to-digital conversion and 
digital ?ltering of a low pass ?ltered analog video input 
signal according to the present invention. System 10 
includes a low pass ?lter 13 and a summing ampli?er 12 
receiving a ?ltered analog video input signal 11 and an input 
signal 29 from the narrowband dither noise circuit 14. The 
output of ampli?er 12 is applied to the analog-to-digital 
(A/D) converter 16, which in turn produces a digitally 
encoded signal 17 on outputs 18. The A/D converter con 
verts at a frequency fsample 15. The digitized signal 17 is 
applied to 2X decimation ?lter 20, which produces a digital 
output signal 21 on lines 22. Narrowband dither noise circuit 
14 includes a pseudorandom noise generator 26 (of conven 
tional construction) producing ?ltered pseudorandom noise 
signals, a voltage variable frequency generator 28 for gen 
erating a sinusoidal FM signal of 600 KHz peak-to-peak 
deviation, and a voltage controlled ampli?er (VCA, m=0.5) 
30 combining the signals and outputting the combined signal 
29 to summing ampli?er 12. 
The pseudorandom noise sequence generator 26 produces 

control signals which operate on the frequency and ampli 
tude of what would otherwise be a spectrally pure continu 
ous sine wave produced by generator 28. 

In operation, the narrow-band dither noise 29 is summed 
with the analog input signal in ampli?er 12 and injected into 
the A/D converter 16. The resulting digitized output signal 
17 contains the narrow-band dither noise 29 summed with 
the analog input signal 11. The output signal 17 is ?ltered by 
2X decimation ?lter 20. Filter 20 preferably has a cut-off 
frequency, fem”, equal to fmmp,e><0.22, where fmmpk is the 
sampling frequency of the A/D converter 16. The resulting 
digital output signal 21 has the characteristics of a sym 
metrical 55 tap FIR digital ?lter with even order coe?’icients 
of value 0 except for #28 which equals 0.5009766. The use 
of a 2X decimation digital ?lter requires that the sampling 
frequency of the A/D process be twice the output line 
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sampling frequency (the effective sampling rate required of 
the digitized output) to compensate for the decimation of 
every other sample. Standard sampling rates are 13.5 MHz 
as speci?ed by CCIR Req. 601 and 14.3 Ml-Iz'as speci?ed 
by. SMPTE244M, for systems employing 4X color subcar 
rierrphase-locked sampling; however, nonstandard sampling 
rates are also used, for example, for multichannel applica 
tions. 
The digital output signal obtained by the use of dither 

signal‘ '29 and the 2X decimation ?lter 20 results in an 
improvement in signal-to-noise ‘ratio when compared to 
simply injecting the analog input signal 11 into the ND 

10. 

converter 16,. because the low frequency‘noise components ~ 
are dispersed by the dither injection, resulting ‘in a greater 
signal-to-noise ratio in the frequency region of interest. 

‘ The advantages of using a 2X decimation digital ?lter 20 

system the dither signal frequency and any spurious inter 
modulation products must fall outside the passband of the 
2X decimation ?lter. The resulting bene?t is that the dither 
signal is stripped out'of theconverted signal 17 by the 2X 
decimation digital ?lter 20 and need not be subtracted from 
the resulting digital representation. r 
The center frequency of I the dither signal 29 is chosen 

suchqthat the intermodulation products between the sampling 
clock or color subearriers ~(NTSC2‘ 3.58 MHz; PAL: 4.43 
MHz) and the dither signal 29 .fall'outside the passband of 
therneasurement bandwidth for signal-to-noise ratio as 
speci?ed by standards. Failure to satisfy this constraint can 
lead to aliasing products for systems not employing 2X 
oversampling. In signal-to-noise measurement techniques 
speci?ed by North American NTSC and. European PAL 
standards, the low frequencies (750 KHz or less) are 
weighted most ‘heavily when employing a 5 IRE shallow 
ramp test signal inconjunction with the 5 low pass. 
?lter. and CCIR uni?ed weighting networks. The present 
invention uses. a dither signal of nominal center frequency 
equal tor9.46 MHz. This'results in the ‘dispersal of low 
frequency noise components (less than 750 KHz) into higher 
frequencies. FIG. 2‘ shows the dither signal 29 used in the 
present invention. As illustrated, the dither signal ‘29 has a 
peak-to-peak amplitude equal to, at least two quantization 
levels of the A/D Convener 16. r i 

The use of 2X “decimation digital ?ltering obviates the 
need to use expensive Nyquist low pass “?lters to prevent 
aliasing components. The drawbacks of employinglow pass 
?lters with, sharp ?lter pro?les is the attendant amplitude 
ripple and group delay contribution. 2X, decimation ?lters 
are readily available, and less expensive than sharp Nyquist 
low pass ?lters. Flash AID converters are employed prefer 
ably due to their ready availability and relative low cost. 

Employing the 2X decimation digital ?lter 20 results in a 
5 dB increase in the signal-to-noise ratio of the resulting 
digital conversion when using a sampling frequency, fmmplz 
, of 27 MHZ, a digital ?lter 20 having a cutoff frequency of 
0.22 times the sampling frequency, fmmple, and a dither 
amplitude of two least-signi?cant bits. FIG. 3 illustrates the 
relative frequencies of few”, the dither signal (fdmm), the 
Nyquist. frequency (fNyqm-n), and fmmplz. As illustrated, all 
dither and intermodulation products lie outside of the pass 
band of the 2X decimation ?lter 20 and the speci?ed 
passband for signal to periodic noise ratio per EIA standard 
‘RS250C. ' 

The system of the present invention also has the effect of 
increasing the maximum achievable resolution of the ND 
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include ‘a relatively sharp attenuation .?lter pro?le and an‘ . 
inexpensive ?lter realization. For proper operationof the. 
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4 
converter as expressed in equivalent number; of bits 
(ENOB). More specifically, weighted. video signal theory 
predicts that the signal-to-noise ratio for aweighted video 
signal for an A/D converter is 6.02Xn+l0.7+log(fsamp,el .. 
8MHz) decibels (dB), where n is the number of bits of 
resolution of the A/D converter. The measured ENOB for an 

‘ undithered 8~bit A/D converter system with 27 MHz sam~ “ 
pling rate is 6.5 bits for a shallow ‘ramp test signal input, 
which is equivalent to 55 dB. However, the ENOB is 7.3, or 
59.7 dB when the dither signal is added to the system, which 
is much. closer to the vendor speci?ed performance ‘ as 
derived from fast Fourier transform (FFT) ‘measurement . 
techniques employing unpredictable continuous sine wave 
digitization. ‘ 

The pseudorandom noise generator 26 of the present . 
invention is not necessary to obtain the noise shifting 
characteristics and operation of the invention, and therefore 
may be omitted from the circuit. The noise generator 26 is 
employed. solely for the purpose of randomizingthe vestigial 
harmonic components arising from the sinusoidal compo 
nent of the dither signal mixing‘ with sinusoidal components 
of the analog input signal or thesarnpling clock. This feature ‘ 
is included in the system substantiallyto achieve conform 
ance to EIA standard RS250C speci?cations for signal to . 
periodic noise and reduce spurious levels below the industry ;‘ 
accepted “W” curve levels for,‘ subjective visibility of spu- , 
rious interfering products. 

Accordingly, ‘an alternate ‘embodiment of the present " 
invention is shown inFIG. 41 which ‘illustrates the system. .. 
ut?izing a purely periodic or sinusoidal dither signal source 
28, summed with the analog input signal in front of low pass 
?lter 13'. The elements of FIG. 4 are labeled with primed‘ 
like-referenced numerals to FIG. 1. The alternate point of" 
summation also works (with the randomized dither signal '29" ‘ 
generated by circuit 14. Similarly, therperiodic signal‘ gen 
erated by generator 28 may be summed with the analog input , ‘ 
signal at the point shown in FIG. 1. It is contemplated that 
other signals of different forms may also worleAlso, as used 
herein, the term “narrowband noise signal” refers to a 
sinusoidal signal, a randomized sinusoid, or equivalents. 

Thus, there has been . described above a system and 
method for obtaining optimum performance from available 
?ash A/D converters operating at elevated sampling rates} 
when measurement of video signal-toanoise ratio is made in" 
accordance with international standards. ' 
What is claimed is: ‘ 
1. A system for digitizing’ an analog video signal, com~ ‘ 

prising: . ' 

(a) a narrowbanddither noise generator producing a3 ‘ 
narrowband dither noise signal having a periodic com-‘ 
ponent: 

(b) a summing circuit receiving an analog video signal 
and the narrowband dither noise signal and producing 
a combined signal comprising a dithered video signal; 

(c) an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter receiving the 
dithered video signaland producing a corresponding 
digital signal; and 

(d) a signal ?lter receiving the digital signal to produce a 
?ltered signal, said ?lter having a passband, said peri 
odic component falling outside of said passband; 

wherein the narrowband dither noise generator comprises; 
(1) a sinusoidal signal generator producing a sinusoidal 

signal which serves as a center frequency for the 
narrowband dither noise signal wherein the sinusoi 
dal signal frequency is less than the Nyquist fre 
quency of the analog to digital converter but selected 
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such that any intermodulation products generated by 
a summation of the sinusoidal signal and the analog 
video signal fall outside of the passband of the signal 
?lter; 

(2) a pseudorandom noise circuit producing a random 
izing signal; and 

(3) a circuit means for randomizing the sinusoidal 
signal using the randomizing signal and producing 
the narrowband dither noise signal. 

2. The system set forth in claim 1 wherein the narrowband 
dither noise signal has an amplitude which dithers the input 
into the analog-to-digital converter at a peak-to-peak ampli~ 
tude of at least two quantization levels of the analog-to 
digital converter. ' 

3. The system set forth in claim 1 wherein the signal ?lter 
is a 2X decimation digital ?lter. 

4. The system of claim 1 wherein the sinusoidal signal 
produced by the sinusoidal signal generator is selected such 
that the narrowband dither noise signal and any interrnodu 

5 

lation products arising from the combination of (1) said 20 
narrowband dither noise signal and the analog input signal 
and (2) said narrowband dither noise signal and an analog 
to-digital converter sampling signal occur outside of the 
passband of the signal ?lter. 

5. An analog-to-digital conversion system, comprising: 
a pseudorandom noise signal source producing a pseudo 
random noise signal; 

a dither signal source producing a dither signal; 

a circuit for combining the pseudorandom noise signal 
and the dither signal to create a randomized periodic 
dither signal which is both amplitude and frequency 
modulated by the pseudorandom noise signal: 

a summing circuit for combining an input signal and the 
randomized periodic dither signal to produce a dithered 
input signal; 

an analog-to-digital converter, receiving the dithered 
input signal and producing a digitized output signal; 
and 

a digital ?lter receiving the digitized output signal and 
removing the randomized periodic dither signal from 
the digitized output signal. 

6. The system of claim 5 wherein the randomized periodic 
dither signal has an amplitude modulation which is less than 
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6 
?fty percent and a frequency modulation which is less than 
ten percent of the center frequency of the randomized 
periodic dither signal. 

7. A method for reducing the visibility of interrnodulation 
products produced in a dithered discrete sampling analog 
to-digital conversion system comprising the steps of: 

(a) providing a pseudorandom noise signal; 
(b) providing a dither signal; 
(c) combining the pseudorandom noise signal with the 

dither signal such that the dither signal is both ampli 
tude and frequency modulated by said pseudorandom 
noise signal; 

((1) applying the amplitude modulated and frequency 
modulated dither signal to an analog-to-digital con 
verter; and 

(e) ?ltering the digitized output from the analog-to-digital 
converter. 

8. A method for reducing visible noise in a video signal 
transported in a digital form, comprising the steps of: 

(a) providing an analog-to—digital converter having a 
plurality of quantization levels; 

(b) dithering the video signal with a dither signal having 
a peak-to-peak amplitude of at least two quantization 
levels of the analog-to-digital converter, the step of 
dithering the video signal including the step of ampli 
tude and frequency modulating a periodic signal to 
produce the dither signal 

(c) applying the dithered video signal to the analog-to 
digital converter resulting in a digitized signal; and 

(d) selecting the dither frequency to cause low frequency 
noise in the video signal to be displaced upband to 
improve the signal-to-noise ratio in a desired frequency 
region of the digitized signal. 

9. The method of claim 8 further including the step of 
?ltering the digitized signal to remove frequencies above a 
cutoff frequency. 

10. The method of claim 9 wherein the ?ltering is 
accomplished with a 2X digital decimation ?lter. 

11. The method of claim 8 wherein the step of dithering 
the video signal includes the steps of: generating the dither 
signal; and adding the dither signal to the video signal. 

***** 
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